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Forensics 2nd in nation
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The College of DuPage forensics
team took second place in the nation
last week, losing to the team from
Saddleback Community College of
Mission Viejo, CALIF., by only 2‘/s
points.
“The spread between first and second
places is attributable more to luck than
to any difference in skill,” said coach
Jim Collie. “The students performed
admirably and did everything they
should have done to win. To be second
in the nation is something to be very
proud of.”
The Phi Rho Pi National Forensics
Tournament, held in Minneapolis,
featured the CD team as defending
champion. Their 217‘/2 points lost them
the top spot to Saddleback’s 220 but
was 20 points over their 1981 score in
the competition.
Brent Christiansen took home three
gold medals and one bronze. Lisa
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Schultz won three golds.
CD’s winners, in their respective
categories, were:
Prose: Christiansen, bronze; Tom
Skoby, silver; Susan Smith, Jeff
Mangrum and Schultz, gold.
Speech to entertain: Dawn Capecci,
Frank Krulac, Carrie Murphy and
Skoby, bronze; Christiansen, gold.
Poetry: Karen Davis, Paul Mapes,
bronze; Cathy Johnson, gold.
Communicaton analysis: Johnson,
bronze; Michael Anderson, Christian¬
sen, Schultz, gold.
Duet acting: Capecci and Laura
Lindsey, Johnson and Krulac, silver;
Christiansen and Mapes, gold; Man¬
grum and Davis, bronze.
Oral interpretation: Mapes, bronze;
Murphy, silver; Schultz, gold.
Informative: Davis, bronze; Marco
Benassi, silver; Johnson, gold.

Summer quarterly faulty
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A mixup in the system which typesets the Quarterly has eliminated headlines
in 47 course areas of that publication’s summer edition.
Headings indicating whether a course would be held during the first or
second five-week halves of the term, or the second or third three-week sessions
in that quarter were dropped.
“We did not notice the problem until the Quarterly was out,” noted D.
Richard Petrizzo, vice-president of external affairs. “Apparently, some of the
headlines got lost from the tapes while they were being typeset.”
Deans of each successive educational area proofread the class listings before
the quarterly went to print, noted Petrizzo, but failed to notice the error.
“We give each of the deans an alphabetical listing of the courses to
proofread,” Petrizzo indicated. The course listings themselves, he continued
would be noticed more carefully than the heads in this state of proofreading.
Of 1350 courses offered this summer, only 3.6 percent — 47 courses — are
missing the headlines, Petrizzo explained.
“These figures put the problem in the proper perspective. We are concerned,
however, that students who hope to attend CD in the summer not be confused
by the foulup.”
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BUFFETING APRIL WINDS present prime opportunity for youngsters
who live in CD neighborhood to release kites into spring sky. These two
attended recent baseball games, but found flying objects more appealing
than bats and more runs.
COURIER photo by Brian O’Mahoney

Presently, an erratasheet — an explanation of the problem — is being
prepared for insertion into the Quarterly.
In addition, the college will advertise on area radio stations and on local
college campuses to clarify the problem.
Things are being delayed slightly by the error, and we are sorry for the
inconvenience,” stressed Petrizzo. Those who have questions should feel free to
call the college or call the dean of the particular area.”

Bench plan to Board
By CHRISTOPHER ROSCHE
A plan to place benches in hallways
of Building A will be presented to the
Board of Trustees at its next meeting,
according to Ludle Friedli, coordinator
of Student Activities, who announced
the plan at SG’s Tuesday gathering.
Friedli mentioned that plans are now
being drawn in the Graphic Arts
department for the installation of
benches throughout the corridors in
Building A.
“Student Government has been
trying for quite a while to get
something done about the absence of
adequate sitting room,” noted Keith
Cornille, student president. “We’re
really pleased that some action is
finally being taken.”
IN OTHER BUSINESS, Chris
Junker, sophomore, was named to
replace Ed Happel, former SG director,
who resigned recently.
Junker asserted that he was “really
interested and anxious to begin
working with SG and the students at
DC,” and that he planned to run for an
SG director’s post when his appointed
term ends.
PETITIONS FOR THIS year’s
elections, Cornille noted, would be due
May 5 at 5 p.m. Five positions for
student directors, and the president's
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spot are open.
Cornille stated that “so far” five
petitions for directors have been
requested by students and one has
already been returned with the
necessary 150 signatures. Three peti¬
tions for the president’s position have
been handed out and one has been
returned, he added.
In a finance committee report, Jim
Annes, director, noted that mug sales
have begun “with very satisfactory
results.” The $4 beverage steins, he
said, would be sold on the north-side
corridor of Building A until April 24.
SG DECIDED EARLIER hj the
year to return proceeds from the sale to
the student body.
“We would really like to get the
money back to the students in some
form but, unfortunately we haven’t
decided in what way. It’s important
that the students get a return on their
money soon,” Cornille said.
The student board also discussed
ideas for the 1982 class gift; Cornille
pointed out that the group must reach a
consensus by May 5.
“We will be taking ideas from
students until we reach a decision,” the
student president said. "Some concepts
have been presented to us, such as
purchasing bike racks.”

CROWD GATHERED FRIDAY night to hear poetry contest winners read
their works. First prize in writing tournament went to Patricia W. Hiscock,
with Julie Kurns coming in second and Paul Adams Dunk finishing third.
Kathleen McClellan received honorable mention in competition.
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Campus scene

First in tournament
The college’s Radiologic Technology
Program recently took first in the 2nd
annual CD Invitational Educational
Tournament in competition with four
other radiologic technology schools —
Kishwaukee Community College, Mal¬
colm X College, Swedish American
Hospital, Rockford, and St. Joseph
Hospital, Elgin.
This was the second consecutive yea”
that CD won the tournament.
Members of the CD team are Debru
Breitbarth of Carol Stream, Mary Beth
Glazier of Wheaton, and Donna
Robbins of Hinsdale. Breitbarth and
Glazier are receiving their clinical
education at Central DuPage Hospital
in Winfield, and Robbins at Community
Memorial General Hospital in LaGrange._

Coffee with candidates
Student Government will hold a
“coffee with the candidates” on May 6
at noon in the Student Life Center,
A2040. Candidates for the spring
elections will respond to questions and
present their platforms.
Coffee and donuts will be served.

Marty to speak
Martin Marty, National Book Award¬
winning historian, teacher and philoso¬
pher-theologian, will deliver the second
of his lecture series “On the Humanities
and the Humanisms” Tuesday, May 4
at 11 a.m. in the Performing Arts
Center of Building M and again at 7:30
p.m. in A1108.
Marty is serving as humanist-in-residence during spring quarter in a
program sponsored by the Humanities
Division. His lectures are related to
courses taught in several of the
humanities subject areas.

Focus on rope
A program on “Rape: Myth &
Reality” will be presented Wednesday,
April 28, at 12:30 p.m. in A3014 by the
Women’s Center as part of its Brown
Bag Lunch Seminar Series.
Susan Swane, crisis intervention
trainer for DuPage Women Against
Rape, will conduct the session.

Art awareness

Professional photography
Models — Publicity — Portraits
B/W or color
Studio or outdoors
10%discount

980-1316
after 5 p.m.

be covered.
The fee is $30, and the registration
deadline is April 28. Further informa¬
tion may be obtained at 963-8090.
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BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT
LENSES
ONLY
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With this ad only

Offer expires April 30. 1982

SEMI—SOFT
HARD LENSES
SI 25
2 pairs
S70 LENSES
ASTIGMATISM
EXTENDED—WEAR
LENSES
SI99 Soft Lenses SI99
TINTED SOFT
BIFOCAL SOFT
| LENSES
*199 LENSES *?9

100%
REFUND
TRIAL OFFER!!!!

If within 30 days you are not
satisfied, return your lenses for a FULL UU*
Refund Even the professional fee will oe

"CHECK AND COMPARE"

Not just some optical vision center or eyeglass store! You
deserve our private practice
prncin.0 and
or™ professional
K- care.
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Contact Lens Consultants
vw

743 Merge Road
(Nerge 6 Plum Grove Rds.)

Schaumburg, III.

I

_
Elmhurst Professional
Building
333 West First Street

' Elmhurst, III.

351-0084
FREE PAIR

Building
Guaranty Savings BuMin
1845 E. Rand Road
Uust 1 mile West of Randhurst)

Arlington Heights, IL
c-i-r ism

Fund-raising seminar
“Grassroots Fund Raising (Doing
More With Less)” a three-day seminar
sponsored by the Business and
Professional Institute, is scheduled for
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. June 2 to 4 at the
Ambassador Restaurant in Elmhurst.
The program is designed for fund
raisers and directors of non-profit
organizations and will provide training
in marketing, motivation, management,
bartering and public relations.
Participants will develop a resources
directory of the area, create a one-year
plan of action for their agency,
construct a timeline plan for a
fund-raising event and explore and
develop techniques to utilize volunteer
resources in their local communities.
Fee for the seminar is $195, which
includes lunch. Registration deadline is
May 1. Additional information is
available at ext. 2180._

Dqhlln elected
Renee Dahlin has been elected
president of the Phi Beta chapter of Phi
Theta Kappa. Other new officers are
Beverly Ecton, vice-president; Karen
Wojcik, secretary; and Lawrence
Flamm, treasurer.___

Accounting scholarships
A scholarship to a college student
majoring in accounting is being offered
by the Chicago Suburban chapter of the
American Society of Woman Accoun¬
tants. Applicants must have a back¬
ground of six semester credits, eight
quarter credits or at least two
accounting courses. Applications are
available in K142, A3M and A2012.

Police beat
Excerpts from the public information file
of CD's Public Safety Office.
Thursday, April 15
While walking from building M’s
northeast entrance, Rita Schmidt
tripped over a hump in the sidewalk
and fell. She received minor scrapes and
bruises that she treated herself.
Wednesday, April 14,
Victor Roca reported the theft of his
1976 black pick-up truck from the A5
lot. He left it parked at approximately
6:45 p.m.; when he returned at 9:30,
the $3,000 truck was gone.
When Victoria D’Amore returned to
J114, she found her purse open and her
wallet missing.
Tuesday, April 13,
Ruth Pozesky reported the theft of a
Craig portable dictating machine from
Don Carlson’s office. It was last seen
sometime before Christmas.
Monday, April 12
Helen Duthie and three other women
were playing tennis: when they re¬
turned to Duthie’s car, the back end
was on a jack stand and the tires were
gone. Value was set at $200.
Sunday, April 11
Toilet paper was found strewn over
the north men’s room of Building K and
in the hallway. A laundry basket was
overturned and the security bar was
removed from the exit, reported Officer
Anthony Cooper.
James Morgan reported sitting on a
long straight pin which was buried in a
couch in the A3021 lounge. He was ad
vised by the reporting officer to contact
a doctor about getting a tetanus shot.

Every Wednesday
at noon and 7 p.m. in A1108

Free Film
Idi Amin Dada

refunded1 We keep nothing!!

We are private offices of Optometry i
■I
* |I

The deadline for inclusion of
students’ names in the 1982 Commence¬
ment Program book is Monday, April
26.
Students who expect to complete
degree requirements by the end of the
summer quarter and who wish their
names included in the program book
must submit the petition for the degree
or certificate to the Records Office,
K106, before 5 p.m. on April 26.
Petitions are available in K105 and
K106 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and in the
Information Office, K113, until 8:30
p.m., Monday through Thursday, and 8
a.m. to noon on Saturday.
The college has one commencement
each year. Students completing degree
requirements in fall, 1981, or winter,
spring or summer, 1982, are eligible to
participate in the commencement on
June 11._

April 28

Professional fee no! nduded

$50 professional fee indudes:
• Complete Eye Examination
• Private medical practice
• Office visits for 1 year
• Free chemical care kit
• Free insurance
• Complete handling instructions

_

“Art Awareness — Collecting and
Investing” (code BJUSA), a six-session
class, will meet from 7 to 10 p.m.
Wednesdays at Downers Grove North
High School beginning May 5.
The seminar will include discussion of
different art forms, collecting and
different aspects of art as investment.
The costs of insurance and taxes on art
compared to other investments will also

Commencement deadline

Book sale
More than 40,000 hardback and
paperback books will be available at the
21st annual book sale sponsored by the
Wheaton-Glen Ellyn branch of the
American Association of University
Women, May 5 to 8 at the Glen Ellyn
Civic Center, 535 Duane St.
A pre-sale is scheduled for May 5
from 7 to 9 p.m., with an admission
charge of $2 a person. The general sale
will be held May 6 to 7 from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. and May 8 from 9 a.m. to noon.
Admission is free for these days.
Categories of books available will
include current fiction, biography,
children’s mystery, science fiction and
the classics.
Proceeds from the sale will be used
for scholarships and fellowships.
Further information may be obtained
from Joan Kolbaba at 668-2119.

Directed by Barbet Schroeder, 1976, 90 minutes.
In 1974, director Barbet Schroeder spent two weeks in
Uganda with its then dictator, General Idi Amin.
This film, which Schroeder calls a self-portrait, was
made with the complete cooperation of Amin who
demanded final approval of the film. Even so, it could
not be more revealing. ‘“Idi Amin Dada’ is an authorized
portrait of a dictator with an intimacy probably un¬
paralleled in the archives of film.” Charles Champlin,
L.A. Times.
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Recent GPA's show little change
_By ROBERT WOLFE_
Student grade point averages have
changed little here over the last decade,
despite widespread claims of declining
skills needed for college-level work.
According to information released by
the CD records department, fall 1981
grade point averages rose only slightly
above those reported in 1980.

essentials, educators may have neglect¬
ed advanced skills and problem-solving
abilities. This is especially evident when
comparing 1973 test scores to those
from 1978. In the latter years, overall
achievement went down most notably
among older students (high school and
college).
Ruth Nechoda, dean of natural

Student GPA's
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Although across-the-board averages
are unavailable, data provided by the
National Assessment of Educational
Progress show consistently lower scores
on SAT and ACT tests in mathematical
and verbal areas nationwide.
The NAEP report states that,*
nationally, students have a good
knowledge of basic arithmetical facts
and mathematical definitions. However,
test performances were much lower on
exercises that applied mathematical
concepts to problem-solving.
IN THE SURVEY, some analysts
suggest that by concentrating on the
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sciences, feels that today’s college
students are capable of handling most
courses, but notes that many have the
wrong approach to learning. She states
that too often a student will fall behind
in a class and that it is almost
impossible for some to catch up in a
math or science curriculum.
“Math, science, foreign language and
other difficult courses require a
different method of study than most
subjects,” commented Nechoda. "There
is a stronger demand for more
organization and discipline, which
entails daily homework and involve¬

ment.”
NECHODA ALSO OBSERVED that
the majority of CD students work,
some full time; this, coupled with the
commuting, can lead to absenteeism,
and the loss of important course
material.
“At a community college, so many
outside factors relate to the productivi¬
ty and progress of a student’s
education,” Nechoda pointed out.
Daniel Lindsey, dean of humanities
and liberal arts, pointed out that the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
looked at CD’s English department and
concluded that writing skills haven't
necessarily gone down hill in the last
decade. The board did, however, find
that a solid core of students are still
having trouble with these abilities.
In each age group in public schools,
anywhere between 10 and 25 percent of
a class population had serious reading
and writing difficulties, the report
noted.
“THOSE FIGURES HAVE held up
in my experience as an instructor,”
asserted Lindsey. “In a class of 25
students, I’ll notice five who cannot
perform up to the level of the subject.”
Lindsey also speculated that in the
future, developmental courses in En¬
glish and other areas may be scheduled.
The data collected from the NAEP
report on the three R’s indicates that
the renewed emphasis on the basics
during the 1970s may have improved
student achievement initially in their
education, but the findings also show
more upperclassmen are experiencing
difficulties in areas requiring proficien¬
cy beyond the basics.

at

31 2-420-3415

The Judge's Favorites
are Bar-B-Qued Ribs
Family Restaurant
and Chicken.

A North Central College
Representative
will be on your campus

Western Style

• Featuring •

April 26

Children's
Menus
Lunch
Favorites

College of DuPage
Building A — Rm.2010
9a. m. — 1 p.m.

Carry-outs
AT 425 ROOSEVELT RD., GLEN ELLYN, IL

60137

An admission counselor
will be on hand
to answer questions:
Baccalaureate Programs
Transfer of Credit (Transcripts)
Admission Policies
Financial Aid

469-6610

FREE

‘Bean Burger’
Judge’s famous Hamburger Deluxe
with purchase of one “Bean Burger’
Present coupon before ordering.
Offer expires April 29,1982

Not good with tiny other offer.

Ray Forbes, NAEP director, warns,
“We must be careful that at a time
when minimal competencies are being
emphasized ... we do not allow the
“minimums” to become “maximums”
that we ask of our students. The
challenge of the 1980s will be to teach
students how to utilize basic skills in all
areas, in more problem-solving and
critical thinking activities.”

Naperville, Illinois 60566

425 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn

FINE FOOD • SPIRITS • ATMOSPHERE

“STUDENTS NO LONGER accept¬
ed the idea that a subject was good for
them unless it pertained to work or
something that would be used in
everyday living,” explained Peterson.
“I’m not sure if I would agree. An
educated person should be exposed to
many areas ... an overall balance of
subjects.”
Peterson emphasized that a commu¬
nity college student must decide his
priorities in order to accomplish his
objectives.
Another aspect in today’s education
is the direction toward acquired
credentials for the job market, Peterson
commented. He mentioned that too
many people see a degree as a piece of
paper that will land a position in a
business. Specialization has turned
studies into narrow areas of knowledge,
allowing students to skip what used to
be requirements of being "educated.”

North Central College

JUDGE ROY BEAN’S
New Restaurant

R. Dean Peterson, associate dean of
behavioral sciences, believes that
during the 60s and 70s, educational
trends got away from the “classical
idea of learning.” He stated that
students were allowed to determine
what they wanted to learn. Studies
went in the direction of relativity.

FINE FOOD • SPIRITS • ATMOSPHERE
AT 425 ROOSEVELT RD.. GLEN ELLYN, IL 60137
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Test 39,000 annually at CD center
By GINAMAK1E NICOLOSI
Approximately 39,000 exams will be
administered in CD’s third-floor testing
center this year, according to estimates
by Gene Hallongren, director of the
testing service.
From September, 1980 through
September, 1981, over 35,000 tests were
taken. About 8,000 are given each
quarter, including more than 1,500
during the last weeks of a given term.
“We realize that this is a lot of tests
in a small amount of time, and try to be
flexible with our hours,” Hallongren
emphasized. The service hopes to
“administer exams to students and
members of the community in an
efficient, convenient manner.”
THE LAB IS open 50 hours weekly,
with morning, afternoon, weekend and
evening sessions scheduled to accom¬
modate all test takers.
The program gives students math
and English placement exams, along
with any other that self-paced students
require. A fee is not charged and the
results are immediately available,
stated the director of testing.
The service also works with the
counseling staff by administering over
20 different interest inventories, at the
request of a counselor. A student must
present a request card before taking a
survey and the results are sent to the
counselor for evaluation, continued
Hallongren.

MAKEUP EXAMS ARE taken in
the testing lab, A3083, where instruct¬
ors pick them up for grading.
“But what makes the program
different is the amount and variety of
group tests we give,” noted Hallongren.
Along with the standard required
exams, the testing program offers the
Nursing Entrance Exam, the Allied
Health test, a real estate exam, the
Constitution Test for graduation and
the Career Planning Program exam.
The Career Planning Program is a
division of the ACT service, but the
questions are designed to help commu¬
nity college students.
ONE PROBLEM THAT faces the
group testing program is a lack of
space. “CD does not have facilities for
large groups,” commented Hallongren.
“We have no choice but to limit the
size.”
For now, two or three group tests are
given weekly. Adding sessions is
difficult because staff members are not
always available, added Hallongren.
“We make our schedule one year in
advance,” he pointed out. “We are
testing more people each year, and we
try to add more sessions as they are
needed, and delete unpopular ones.”
The lab is closed from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. daily when students tire generally
unavailable.
ANOTHER SERVICE THE testing
program provides for is Credit by

Demonstrated Competence.
This program has two divisions, the
first being Credit by Proficiency
through an instructor. A student
contacts a teacher and together they

work out a procedure for the individual
to demonstrate his knowledge.
The other method of proving
competency is through Credit by
Examination.
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STUDENT GOURMETS work at preparing classic lunches and dinners in
K Building kitchens; elegant feasts are presented annually, giving students
on the job skills at stove and in dining room.

Culinarians whip up classic gourmet fare
|

People who attend Food Service’s
classic dinners and luncheons are
served gourmet meals prepared entirely
from scratch by CD students.
Students enrolled in Food Service 103,
Quantity Food Preparation, are in
charge of the lunch program.
A one-hour luncheon is served at

|

noon on Thursdays and Fridays
through the end of the quarter in J117.
$3.75 a person
Customers begin the meal with an
appetizer of either soup or salad and
fresh-baked bread, then continue to the
main entree — consisting of meat,

^LOOKING
AHEAD?
Are you looking for a school that is
looking in the same direction? North
Central College in Naperville, is
looking to the future, your future.
From our academic programs, to
our commitment to career plan¬
ning and placement, North
Central uses its 120 years of
experience to help students
achieve their goals with:
• Career Internships
• Job Placement
Opportunities
• Easy transfer of credit
• Academic & Career
Advising
• Academic Scholar¬
ships available,
• Evening, Weekend,
and Day Classes.

vegetable and a starch — and end with
a dessert and beverage. The meals sell
for $3.75 a person.
Each week a different student plays
the part of manager. He is in charge of
setting up, serving, and organizing the
kitchen. He also trains fellow students
in particular skills needed to prepare
the meal he has chosen.
The manager also must submit a
pre-priced menu that will allow his
costs to equal his expenses.
“This program gives everyone a
chance to learn supervising tech¬
niques,” stated George Macht, program
adviser.
Buck stops here
Macht makes any final decisions for
the classes and supervises the prepara¬
tions.
About 40 people are served at each
sitting; students also eat what the class

has prepared.
Those who go on to Food Service 201,
Advanced Food Preparation", coordinate
the dinner program.
Three dinners served
Three dinners are served during the
spring quarter; April 29 and May 13
suppers remain in the program, and will
be served from 7 — 10 p.m. in J 117.
The seven-to-nine-course feasts are
designed by first researching classical
recipes.
The meals are then prepared,
practiced and tested on a smaller scale
before the actual dinner.
“Naturally we are not La Francais,”
noted Macht, “but we try to get as
close as possible.”
A maximum of 37 people can be
served dinner at $17.50 each.
Reservations are preferred for each
meal, and may be made by calling ext.
2592.

FREE
SPACE!
Our astronomy club is sponsoring two days of free lectures,
films, exhibits and demonstrations focusing on the universe
around us, and we would like you to come!

On Saturday and Sunday, May 1 and 2, the Environmental
Education Center at Fullersburg Woods, in Oak Brook, will
be alive with cosmic adventures. See our sun through a
telescope. Learn how stars are born and die. Much more.

North Central College
NAPERVILLE, ILLINOIS 60566

For further info: contact our
Transfer Student Advisor 420-3415

For schedule of events and directions, call 620-3843 days;
420-0529 evenings.
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Offer alternative radio
WDCB-FM, the college radio station,
offers a variety of alternative radio
programming that intends to ‘‘serve
all members of the community,”
according to Sid Fryer, the station’s
general manager.
“Dawn Over DuPage” brings listen¬
ers extensive jazz programming daily.
Mark Ruffin, WDCB traffic director,
hosts the show with news, sports,
traffic and weather information being
presented by student volunteer Chris
Rosche.
Educational programs and classes
like Business 100, Economics 110, Math
100, English 200 and data processing
are broadcast throughout the afternoon.
What, where, how
For example, “Power in America”
discusses the what, where and how of
power figures in the United States,
while “Sound up” highlights national
and local leaders in discussions of
contemporary problems.
“Classical Confab” features serious
works by such famed composers as
Beethoven, Hayden and Bach, as well

as contemporary compositions; the
program is hosted by Henry Pensis,
program director.
Evenings, WDCB offers “Jazz,
Blues, Fusion” with disc jockeys Vic
Lentini and Carolyn Wilson. Modern
jazz, blues and jazz classics highlight
the show.
Stahl — Mr. Variety
Communications major Steve Stahl
announces two programs that are
diametrically opposed. Besides hosting
a Saturday classical music show, Stahl
runs the only rock program at the
station.
Scott Wager, production and opera¬
tions coordinator, keeps production
equipment — including tape, decks,
turntables, and control boards — in
good condition.
“The main purpose of the radio
station is to serve and support the
college and members of the community,
asserted Fryer. “It’s the prime
purpose of WDCB to help facilitate the
broad goals of the college in instruction,
enlightenment and service.”

ABOVE: TRAFFIC DIRECTOR MARK RUFFIN goes over mechanical
checklist at radio station. Ruffin inspects recording equipment necessary
to operation of station. ABOVE: NEWSCASTER CHRIS ROSCHE and
station manager Scott Wager discuss scheduling of air time for WDCB
personnel. Wager helps supervise airwaves activity while Rosche delivers
news in early morning hours. LEFT: VIC LENTINI PERFORMS show at
CD daily.

COURIER photos by Brian O’Mahoney
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Commentary

Aliens' feel pinch
By CAROLE BYERS

Absence policy infantile
When a student enters college, it is a gigantic step away from his
high school days and, as such, one expects to be treated differently,
since he is paying for his education and is not forced by law to attend.
Usually, this means more respect is given to the student and he is
treated like an adult, and not as a crying kindergartener who needs
to be led around by the hand in the learning process.
Unfortunately, many educators at this institution do not see the need
to treat their students like adults, but use the methods they picked
up while teaching in high school or lower levels of education.
This scenario usually manifests itself in the attendance policy of an
instructor. One teacher on campus states that if a student„is absent for
more than two class sessions, he has to present-arTTxcuse to document
his illness. If he does not-have^rboTof his malady, the instructor
will lower the student’s grade one letter. And even if one does have
evidence that gives a reasonable excuse for being absent, the teacher
will only “think about” not lowering the grade.
A student’s marks in a course where he may have missed a couple
of the classes is therefore up to the whim of the instructor, depending
on the educator’s wrath or forgiveness on a certain day.
This was shown when an English professor flew into a tirade when a
woman who had been absent for two earlier classes showed him a
written medical excuse that documented her absence from the course
on that particular morning. The teacher raged that she obviously did
not want to learn, that he was sick of irresponsible people like her and
told her to “get the hell out.”
The woman was taken aback by his tantrum but went on to explain
that she did want to learn but that she could not make class on that
particular day. She also wanted to do the work and did not plan on
missing any assignments.
Obviously not swayed by her arguments, the teacher kept yelling and
telling her to “Get out, damn it!” until the student, in tears, nervously
departed the room.
Not only was she crucified for the deviate behavior of being sick, but
she was chastized in front of the entire class at the beginning of a period.
This is an extreme, but true, example of one instructor’s childish
attendance policy at DuPage.
Many other teachers carry out similar battle plans, scoffing at in¬
dividual students who may be unable to attend a certain class every
single day of the quarter. Many of these students have good reasons for
their absence, such as doing overtime work at their jobs to help keep
them in school, with students’ cash needs spiraling because of federal
education cuts and skyrocketing tuition expenditures.
Also, people do get ill occasionally, especially in the winter and early
part of spring quarter. This should not be held against a student
just because his teacher expects him either to come to school in a
nauseated state or to find some miraculous panacea which will revive

The “aliens” have arrived. They are among you right now. Roaming the
campus. Standing in the halls. Sitting in your classes. But don’t worry. The
strangers are harmless, detectable solely by their rather young appearance and
slightly bewildered look. Pushed into college prematurely, approximately 185
high school seniors beat the Social Security’s May 1 deadline for cutting off
full-time student benefit cheeks by enrolling in CD’s spring quarter.
Last August, Congress passed a law stating that high school seniors who
currently receive Social Security monthly benefit checks will be dropped from
the program unless enrolled full-time in college by May 1. The new regulation is
a part of President Reagan’s efforts to cut government spending. Checks will be
reduced yearly until April, 1985, when the program will be eliminated totally.
Severe financial trouble has caused the cuts, which will ultimately save Social
Security about $2.3 billion.
But trying to rescue the system from financial straits has created several
serious problems for high school seniors who need the money to combat the
same types of problems. Seniors don’t graduate until late May or early June, so
setting the deadline ahead of normal graduation will eliminate more students
than if the deadline had been in September. Early graduation is the only
solution left for seniors who can’t afford to lose the benefit checks. But what
about those who don’t have enough credits to graduate early and need the
money to pay for their college education? Should they stay in high school to get
their diplomas, and lose the money they need for college? Or should they try
and enroll in college, hoping to be accepted without a diploma? Had students
been notified soon after the law was passed, perhaps taking an extra class or
two could have made up for the missing credits.
Yet directly notifying students of the impending aid cutoff still has not been
accomplished. A Social Security spokesman claims that sending individual
notices to students would have been “very expensive,” and that the notices
wouldn’t have arrived until after the school year started anyway. News reports
and the system's public-affairs efforts have been responsible for informing the
students, without much success, since many of those affected are still unaware
of the May 1 cutoff.
The timing of the deadline and subsequent handling of information about the
cutoff by Congress and the Social Security program has been terrible. The
students involved in this decision deserved the right to be notified of the
changes. A Social Security spokesman excused the lack of notification by
saying that the agency is not used to cutting people off its benefit rolls. Setting
the deadline in September instead of May would have saved the system the
“trouble” of notifying seniors. More importantly, the September deadline would
have allowed these seniors the chance to finish the school year alongside their
classmates and friends, an opportunity that, once lost, could never be regained.

A quick look backward
By GINAMARIE NICOLOSI
April 23, 1970
Rene Dubos told CD during an “Earth Day” speech that man is living in a
deteriorating society . . . The Student Senate decided to bring a proposal before
the board to send letters to the president, senate and state representatives
urging them to end the Viet Nam War in a non-military manner. . . Bruce
Senneke, comptroller, and the executive board decided to withold funds from
Rich Coe, editor of the Quarterly, because they didn’t have the power to fire
him.

April 20, 1972
Program board chairman Len Urso was asked to resign by Lucile Friedli. He
then received support from the committee chairman and was temporarily rein¬
stated. . . The “ugly man” and “campus queen” contest was part of Spring
Week on campus. . . Biology instructors and students began deeming up Lam¬
bert Lake. . . Between 20 and 40 tickets per day were issued for parking viola¬
tions.

To us, the strict taking of attendance as pointed out above, seems a
ridiculous waste of time as well as being an infintile scholarly process.
As every student here is paying his own money to be taught, it would
seem that he should have the right to miss a class in an urgent situation.
As long as the person makes up the missed assignments and does not
stay out of class for extended periods of time, it seems that his grade
should not suffer for his corporal misfortunes.
Yes, some students will take advantage of a more lax attendance poli¬
cy, but does it really matter? Whether they want to learn or not is
their own decision and they should hold the right, as frivolous as it
might be, to be absent. Most people weigh the good and bad of skipping
a class and come to a decision in that vein. These people, most of whom
are responsible collegians, should not be hindered by a Victorian and
juvenile ritual which serves no outward purpose to expand or help educa¬
tion at the college level.
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Letters

Spring mud tamed, thanks to Kolbet
To the Editor:
I am sure that many students have
experienced the journey between Build¬
ings J and A. And a journey it is.
During the winter quarter, I had to trek
through two-foot snow drifts and fight
40 mph winds just to get to class. I
suppose that after the first few times I
got used to it, but now that it’s spring
quarter, I figured the problems would
disappear.
Little did I know that once the snow
melted, the only thing left would be wet
earth. That’s mud in plain terms. So on
the first day of classes, I ruined my
favorite pair of shoes and had to walk
barefoot to work. Needless to say, I was
quite perturbed and took my legitimate
complaint to the top.
I was referred to a CD vice-president,
Ken Kolbet. Having had prior experi¬
ence in dealing with college bureau¬
crats, I went armed with muddied
shoes. Those of you who walk between
Buildings J and A may have noticed
that instead of mud, we have gravel
and it took only a matter of hours for
this change to occur. I realize that this
is a minor concession and it does not
pay for my ruined shoes, but it does
make it easier to make that journey.
The point is that as a student, I do
have a voice that can be heard, granted
a small voice, but Ken Kolbet
acknowledged it and for that he is to be
commended.
Elizabeth Bowen, Wheaton

Boosts weekly concerts
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the article
in the April 9, issue of the Courier,
titled, “Student Activities pushes for
weekly concert,’’ suggesting that SA is
planning to have a concert (blues, rock,
country) once every week.
Margaret Streicher is quoted as say¬
ing that if available cash is not used
for bands, it will not carry over to next
fear, that “all budgets go back to zero
»t the beginning of a year so we might
as well spend it to entertain and benefit
die students’’ who paid for it.
Keith Cornille, student president,
Junks that a compromise should be
struck between the administration and
student activities, that the tnoney
should be “spent wisely, not just (to)
spend it."
I believe that SA has a godd idea and
should go ahead with it. One way to

me permission to reveal his grade and
his attendance record as the perfect
example that talent alone did not
guarantee an “A” in my acting or
interpretation classes. In fact, the last
time I saw him, he laughingly asked if I
was still using his performance-atten¬
dance record as a motivational device.
Jodie Briggs, instructor (speech/
theater)

No preferred treatment'

find out just how many students would
be interested in this is to have them
vote. The students’ wishes count, not
the administration’s. After all, we are
the ones who are paying for practically
everything that goes on here. I would
be one of the students in favor of the
SA proposal. I feel that a person needs
a little spice in her life and that
allowing SA to have these weekly
concerts would give students something
to look forward to.
Candice Schreiber, Hinsdale

Going against tradition
To the Editor:
Easter, like many other holidays is a
time for traditions. Most important is
the religious aspect of Easter, Christ’s
resurrection.
This is my first year of college so I
expected a lot of things to be different
than high school. Through all my years
in school, I have always had Good
Friday off. It seems strange that CD
had school on Good Friday. I was
curious as to why this was but I didn’t
know who to ask. Someone suggested
talking to Ken Harris, dean of student

affairs. I went to his office on Good
Friday but he was out of town. His
secretary suggested that I talk to Hal
McAninch, president of the college, who
told me that it just was not a tradition
at CD to have Good Friday off. Other
people I talked to said it might have
something to do with having the
required days in session in order to
receive state funds.
Well, as far as being in school enough
days, the committee that makes out the
school calendar could schedule another
day at the end of the quarter. With
regard to tradition, nine out of 11
colleges in the area that I called did not
have school. The tradition has been set;
CD fails to participate.
McAninch said he would bring this
matter up at the next meeting of the
committee that decides the calendar for
next year.
Scott Orrico, Westmont

Personal permission
To the Editor:
This is in response to Karen Pfeiffer’s
letter in the April 9 issue of the Courier.
John Belushi years ago personally gave

To the Editor:
In reference to the letter in the April
16 Courier, headlined “Cites favoritism
in enrollment,” it should be pointed out
that the registration process at the
college has been consistent in the use of
the registration priority system since
the college began in 1967.
Students are given registration
appointments based upon the number
of credit hours they have earned and/or
are currently enrolled in. Students are
permitted to register at their appoint¬
ment time or any time thereafter but
not before as is indicated clearly on the
registration appointment slip.
When a class reaches its maximum
student enrollment, no student is
permitted to enroll for that class. The
only exceptions are if an instructor
gives written consent to overload
his/her class and this information is
presented to the Registration Office or
if an error has been made by the
college.
At no time has the Registration
Office given preferential treatment to
any segment of the student body,
including athletes.
Irma Pittroff, registration supervisor

Asks outdoor dance
To the Editor:
What does the College of DuPage
offer in the way of excitement? Why
is school spirit at such a low ebb? The
reason is the absence of dances, parties
and concerts.
What kind of activities does the
college offer us after class hours? From
what I hear and read, very little is
available. Doesn't CD have funds for
entertainment? If not, why don’t we try
to make some money through an
outdoor dance this June? The college
could use the profits to get bands or
have some free activities in the future.
Dan Peckenpaugh, Hinsdale

Big bucks for Ron's little excesses
It’s really nothing unusual; the
King of the B’s” is in the news every
[jay. He’s called “King of the B’s”
because of the second-hand quality of
the films he starred in. But, things have
certainly changed. Now, his every move
is well documented; a small army of the
.ress Corps hound him constantly. And
that isn’t enough, a man stands
Euard outside his bedroom every night.
, 8 close friends and wife call him
Roughrider” . . . “Dutch” . . . does
anyone recognize his title? . . . “Mr.
“resident”?
, Well, it seems that a few days before
aster, Dutch and Mommy — ReaBan s pet name for Nancy — spent four
ays on a “working vacation” in
arbados as house guests of friend
f„au^ette Colbert, a film star of the
10 s and 40’s.
, Relieve me, I’ve taken many a
forking vacation” on the beach in
arbados. One cannot imagine the
'roblems involved; Nancy spilling

plans, Dutch losing important papers in
the sand from Big A1 Haig on the crisis
in the Falkland Islands, aides spilling
mai tai’s on the mail and other vital
correspondence, and the Secret Service
running a 600 foot phone line from*
Claudette’s house to the beach where
Uncle Ron was working.
“What? A phone message? I don't
have time for that! I don’t give a damn
if Leonid said it was urgent, I’m not
taking any orders from a commie!
Claudette, Mommy and I were just
about to watch the movie, ‘It Happened
One Night,’ tell Leonid I’ll call him
back later.”
There have been numerous conflict¬
ing reports concerning the amount of
money Reagan spent on this trip.
Estimates from news sources have
ranged from $1 million up to $4 million
for this 4-day beach party. Is Claudette
charging Dutch and Mommy to stay at
her estate?
I’m not against any President of the
U.S. taking exotic trips, but vacation¬

ing as often as Uncle Ron does and
spending hundreds of thousands of
dollars is not necessary, especially in
view of his austere budget proposals for
every federal department except de¬
fense.

Alfono's
Alley
“Hello, Margaret? Listen dear, didn't
A1 say everything was going to be
all right? Relax, we’re taking care of
things. You really don’t want those
small islands anyway, I hear there’s a
lot of sheep on them ...”
In addition to his annual salary of
$200,000 as our Chief Executive, Dutch
gets a $50,000 allowance for travel
expenses. That’s $50,000 a year,
Ronnie, not per day! I'm just glad he’s
keeping the lid on wasteful federal

spending.
A story in the Sun-Times, April 15,
reports Reagan is asking Congress to
approve another $400 million for
nuclear warheads. That’s $400 million
that won’t be spent on aid to the arts,
student loans, Social Security, mass
transit, the space program, handicapp¬
ed people and VietNam veterans to
name a few. And although Ronnie saves
dollars here and there, understand
Nancy enjoys spending money. It
seems she never wears the same shoes
twice. And for the trip, she purchased a
special designer swimsuit from Bill
Blass. The suit is a cotton/polyester
blend, mauve in color with sequins and
gold-thread trim. It has a full length
ermine wrap-around beach robe. The
ermine never seems to hold up well in
salt water.
“What? The President of Argentina
called? Oh yea, Mommy and I saw the
musical, it was a great show. ‘Don’t cry
for me Argentina . . .’ I’d talk to Eva,
but I was gonna play shuffleboard ...”
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Speak & be seen

Favor mandatory counseling
The question: Should stu¬
dents be assigned to a
counselor when entering CD?
Peggy Johnson, Wood Dale:
“Yes, because they can take
better advantage of the classes
offered here.”
Pat O’Connor, Downers
Grove: “Yes, because students
are sometimes mistaken on
transfer requirements and in
seeing a counselor, these mis¬
takes will be cleared up.”

Heidi Schumaker
Heidi Schumaker, Wheaton;
“Yes, Of course, because they
help set up a schedule for
you.”
Michelle Leone, Wheaton:
“Yes, because it would give a
student better direction and
guidance for their major.”
Karen Hiestand, Downers

Grove: “Yes, so you know who
you can go to for help in your
academic area.”
Tom Towers, Oakbrook:
Yes. If you plan to go to a
four-year school, it will help
you know what classes to take
to transfer. If you plan on
going to college only two
years, it’s foolish.”
Linda Tennis, Downers
Grove: “No, because most
students would not utilize it.
They are lazy and apathetic
when it comes to things like
this.”
Kathe Kohler, Glendale
Heights: “Absolutely yes, be¬
cause course planning is
essential in the early stages.
The intelligent, objective views
of the counselor are invaluable
to the student.”
Mike Lipenkranz, Palatine:
“No, because they are not
really needed. All instructors
at the college are adequately
qualified to advise students.”
Amy Podczerwinski, Coun¬
tryside: “No, I think it should
be up to them to get help.”
Amy Schultz, Wheaton:
“Yes. I came from high school
and I think it would be a lot
easier.”
Nancy Troy, Naperville:
“Yes, to guide new students
on to the right track so that
they will make fewer mis¬

takes.”
Bill Simmons, Addison:
“No. This is the responsibility
of the students.”

be advised as to what classes
to take. It would make
students less nervous about
signing up.”
Gabriela Darquea, Addison:
“Yes, because you can find
help and orientation through
one.”
Cecile Midence, Westmont:
“Yes, because otherwise stu¬
dents wouldn’t be as aware of
transfer requirements and
class offerings.”

to pick their own courses that
they want to take.”
Bob Mueller, Glen Ellyn:
“Yes, Not everybody knows
what they’re doing. The coun¬
selor could help them. It
should be mandatory like it is
in high school.”
John Gilpin, Elmhurst:
“Yes. It would give them more
of an idea of what CD offers
and the type of classes they
should take.”
Glen Hughes, Villa Park:
“Yes. I don’t think enough
students know where to go for
help.”

Paul Berg
Paul Berg, Hinsdale: "No. I
came from Circle campus and I
didn’t have one there and I
don’t think I need one now.”
Ramona Warhola, Darien:
“I don’t think so, no, because
if a student has problems, he
will go to a counselor.”
Mark Schaaf, Westmont:
“Yes. Half of them are too
stupid to know where to go for
help.”
Chris
Mazza,
Downers
Grove: “Yes, so students
know what they’re going for,
what kind of classes to take
and for transferring.”
Mary Lynn Joyce, Downers
Grove: “Yes. so students can

Jean Barrett
Jean Barrett, Downers
Grove: “Yes. I feel we should
be individually assigned to a
specific counselor to guide us
through our classes and help
with transferring our credits.”
Amy Collevechio, Naper¬
ville: “No. They should be able

Tom Anton
Tom Anton, Glen Ellyn:
“Yes. I think so because
coming from a high school you
are used to a more structured
format and a need exists for
some direction.”

The Cronenberg Report
A round-up of national and international news
Find NATO 'strong'
Although it has been buffetted by the winds of controversy lately, NATO The North Atlantic Treaty Organization — is in no danger of falling apart, a
report released Friday by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee staff claims.
Committee chairman Senator Charles H. Percy of Illinois indicated that
because of various squabbles between the allies, the U.S. and its NATO friends
must “manage current problems with extra caution and sensitivity.”
In the report, Percy, who requested the treatise, warned Congress of even
considering to withdraw American troops from the European continent. The
measure had been proposed to provide Pentagon savings or to make allies

Geneva, Switzerland.
Tension among trading partners, West German acceptance of a Russian
pipeline and squabbling over sanctions imposed on the USSR as a result ot
Polish martial law present multiple strains which are not insurmountable, the
renort concludes.

Battling in Beirut
Casualties have risen to 194, deaths to 79, in the year s worst fighting in

to follow through on NATO’s nuclear deployment policy.”
The report cites polls indicating that “majority opinion in Europe does not

Beirut, Lebanon.
.
Leftists and Shiite Moslems rocked the capital city in battle smce last
Monday. The working class neighborhoods of Rowaiss, Sfair and Lowaiz in the
southern district of Bourj-el - Barajneh erupted in smoke and flames Saturday
morning while thousands of residents ventured out of basements and bomb
shelters to seek safer protection elsewhere in the city.
President Elias Sarkis’ government went into emergency session to prepare a
cease-fire agreement between the factions. The Amal (hope) organization,
unofficially representing 950,000 Moslems, did battle with an alliance of
Moscow-oriented communists and the Baath party, supported by Iraq.
The two groups have been struggling for dominance of the Shiites for three
years. The Shiite faction, the largest single Moslem group in Lebanon, closely
identifies with the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s Iranian/Islamic revolution,
and considers the political and spiritual leader to be head of all the Moslems.

support the aspirations of the nuclear disarmament groups.”
Indeed, West Germany, Italy and Britain are expected to accept the nuclear
rockets on their soil as long as negotiations over nuclear activity -continue in

Sources: The Chicago Sun-Times, U.S. News and World Report, Welt am Sonntag (West
Germany)

shoulder more of the defense burden in the organization.
Even a partial desertion would “provoke an angry, confused and decisive
European reaction,” the report notes.
. .
A further crack in the 33-year old alliance’s strength comes with the decision
to deploy Pershing II and cruise missiles in Western Europe while intermediate
nuclear arms deployment is being reduced amid maneuvering between the U.S.
and the Soviet Union.
The tretise indicates that the grass-roots nuclear disarmament movement has
“created strong doubts as to whether the Netherlands and Belgium will be able
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Winners picked

CD talent search

_By ROBERT WOLFE_
The rock and Wendigo was named
winner in the recent "Local Prime
Cuts” talent search sponsored by
Student Activities in an effort to
promote some of CD’s musically
inclined.
Competing against 14 other groups,
Wendigo impressed the five judges with
their “distinctive blend of progressive
rock,” originality and quality of music,
according to Mike DeBoer assistant SA
coordinator and one of the judges in the
event.
The contest, the first of its kind, was
basically a success, said Maggie
Streicher, SA Program Board chairman
and judge.
“I was a little apprehensive about the
idea at the beginning, but the outcome
was satisfactory,” asserted Streicher.
“We hope that next year the contest
will be held again so students can have
a chance to get out and perform and
maybe receive some exposure.”
Awards were given to the top five
finishers. Streicher said that “decent
prizes” would attract quality, profes¬
sional-type bands that eventually might
headline concerts here at the college.
Besides cash, air time on WDBC and
live shows were granted to the winners.
Wendigo took home $250 and can be
seen on May 6 in the west courtyard of
Building A. Their one-half-hour radio
spot has yet to be announced. The
Generics, the fourth place runner up,
will perform along with Wendigo. They
won $50 and will have one song aired on

ROCK COMBO “WENDIGO” will perform original
compositions such as "Madman," "No threat at all,"
and "Bad Rumor" in courtyard concert May 6. Rockers

WDCB.
Second place was given to One More
Time, which received $150 and 15
minutes air time. The group Winterhawk came in third in the competition

Scott Johnson, Steve Dollinger, Gordon Grimm and
Scott Null won $250, the concert appearance and a
radio segment on WDCB in SA sponsored "Local Prime
Cuts" contest.

and for their efforts will pick up $100
and 15 minutes of play on CD’s radio.
Both bands can be heard May 5 in the
west courtyard of Building A.
A consolation prize was awarded to

Entropy — which declined to perform
because of the expense of setting up its
act. The group was allowed one song to
be heard on the radio as part of the
event.

Indifferent' student
finds academic success
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_By DAVE CURTIS_
A silver Mustang zips down 22nd
Street across Lambert Road and into
the CD parking lot. Out steps a young
man. Briefcase in hand, he makes his
way toward Building A before quietly
entering a classroom for what has
become just another day at the office.
For Mark Grupp, a CD student’, this
scene has been his routine for more
than 18 months. Were it not for the
briefcase he carries, he might go
unnoticed. However, Grupp is not
someone to be ignored.
AT DuPAGE, GRUPP has become a
truly outstanding student. His GPA is
very close to 4.0, a feat which has
earned him an invitation to Phi Beta
Kappa. Membership wasn’t enough, so
Grupp ran for and was elected the
honor group’s treasurer. To him, these
accomplishments are a drastic improvement over his previous educational
experiences.
Grupp, a blond haired, blue-eyed
intellect from Warrenville, has come a
long way from his days as an
indifferent student.
Until his senior year in high school,

Grupp admits that he was weak aca¬
demically.
“I had no incentive, no motivation to
do well,” he said.
The scholastic turnaround for Grupp
began in the summer before his senior
year.
”1 got a 28 for my ACT score, so I
figured that I must not be too dumb,”
he commented.
After CD, Grupp has no plans to
slow down, but intends to attend the
University of Illinois as an accounting
major. While he feels that the
Champaign school will be tough, “I’m
tough too,” he pointed out.
Grupp does not spend all his time on
academics. He has two hobbies which
take up most of his free time. The first
is music.
“I LOVE TO sit and play my
guitar,” he remarked.
The second is Tae-Kwon-Do, a
martial art which he took up in high
school and in which he presently owns a
red belt.
In describing his personality, Grupp
calls himself a "typical accountant. I’m
organized, self-motivated, self-directed,

MARK GRUPP, who admits to being indifferent student in high school,
now holds dose to 4.0 grade point average and membership in Phi Beta
Kappa, for which he serves as treasurer.
but not dominating.”
At times, Grupp seems a bit cocky.
He feels that students have to assume
this attitude if they want to accomplish
anything.
“I WOULD NOT change myself even
if I could,” he said. “I accept myself as
I am. In my mind, I’m a perfect 10.”
Despite his new-found seriousness as

a student, Grupp hasn’t lost his sense
of humor. He has a foolproof plan to
pay for his college education.
“I hope to work while
school,” explained Grupp. “I
some money in the bank
thinking about taking out a
still need more money,
prostitution.”
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WANT ADS
uburban Graphic Supplier

Typing Service, located in Wheaton. Fast,
accurate, reasonable work. Contact Jackie.
462-0031 after 4p.m.

way 18, Suite 3-G9, Apple Valley, CA 92307.

HELP WANTED: Skydiver wanted to recruit
first jump students for Cargo Air Inc. If
interested, call (312) 851-1280.

Bundy alto saxophone for sale. Call Bryant,
668-9290after 5p.m. except weekends.

Typing done in my home. Reasonable rates,
fast turnaround. Call Tracy. 961-5440.

Pregnant?

128 N. MAIN WHEATON ILL. 60187 312-668-263‘S

Lamps

100 Watts, Reg. $28.95

NOW $19.95

The Unitech Technical Pen 00
On sale $1.99 Reg. $8.50
4-Pen Set, Reg. $36.50 - On sale $18.50

Earnings unlimited working from home. Any
age or location. Many types of work offered.
Offer, sent $1.00 to: Triple “S." 19287 High-

Will type term papers. Call Bill 620-8237.

The choice is yours.
For confidential help,
call 694-2282.
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Recreate man's 'quest for fire'
By THOMAS A. CRONENBERG
A French children’s novel serves as
the basis for a sci-fi adventure film —
“Quest For Fire” — which has received
critical acclaim, and a certain amount of
controversy because of its at times
violent and sexually explicit portrayal
of director Jean-Jacques Annaud’s
concept of prehistoric man.
The film deals with the search of
three primitive men for the source of
fire 80,000 year ago. The flames in the
Ulam’s tribal caves began in a burst of
lightning and were extinguished in a
scuffle with neighboring thugs, the
Neanderthals.
A TRIBAL LEADER requests that
three braves — Ron Perlman, Everett
McGill and Nameer El-Kadi — seek out
the fire from the robber-tribe and return
with the secret for its spontaneous
generation.
En route to adventure, the three men
encounter wild animals such as bears
and tigers, and even must elude the
fabled wooly mammoth — here
portrayed by tamed elephants with
shaggy coverings. Cannibals provide
one of the last barriers before the
warriors near the discovery.

The movies
The Ulam braves stumble upon a
band of Ivakas — the most advanced
troupe in the Paleolithic era, who build
huts, make pottery and “dress” in
shades of gray dust applied onto the
skin. This culture has discovered that
by rubbing the tip of a dry twig onto a
block of wood, spark3 ensue. Noah, hero
of the fire-seekers becomes tearful at
the sight of it.
FIRE IS ONLY one in a myriad of
discoveries by Noah, however; he woos
a young woman Ika, the most desirable
of the Ivaka women, who instructs him
in that culture’s advanced sexual
techniques.
Before he may take Ika as his own,
Naoh must prove himself sexually
before a tribunal of two-ton women.
These sorts of scenes led one reviewer
to call the film “quite tasteless in its

LEFT: SHEATHED IN tattered hides which are costume designer's con¬
cept of primitive protection from the elements, Ron Per lam portrays one
of three warriors who search for source of flames in adventures film
"Quest for Fire." ABOVE: CONCENTRATION OVER vital matter of creat¬
ing "magic" fire, dust-clad Ivaka tribesman demonstrates simplest
technique for spontaneous generation of flame known to man.

attempt to demonstrate primitive
man’s desires and activities.”
Director Annaud went to great
lengths to authenticate a story
developed from Belgian author Joseph
Henri Rosni’s children’s novel that
swept Europe in 1911 and sold 20
million copies.
THE CREATION OF "a cinematically sound and scientifically valid motion
picture” caused Annaud to spend three
years in the process and seek several
experts, Paramount pictures noted.
Linguist/author Anthony Burgess
developed a language based on a
mixture of Sanskrit, Latin and
Indo-European dialects — for the
actors, which comes in Dolby sound as
an unintelligible gurgling, burping and
grunting.
In order to assure audience compre¬
hension, behaviorist Desmond Morriss
(author of “The Naked Ape”) developed
explicit body language.
All locales for shooting of the
picture were chosen because of their
topographical similarity to those of the
era portrayed in the film.
MAKEUP ARTIST Christopher Tuc¬
ker — notable for his recreation of the
“Elephant Man” for the screen —
brought three distinct primitive peoples
to life through studies of the
musculature and bone structure of our
forebears and massive quantities of
makeup.
All of these elements may have
helped the fire film in setting neW
attendance records in its New York and
Los Angeles premieres recently. Film¬

makers had hoped to combine the
apparent anthropology lesson with all
the suspense and action of a movie such
as "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind,” the last huge box office draw.
This combination, a bit unrealisic in
its intent, presents the essential
problem of the film. Does cinematogra¬
pher Annaud want to present an
anthropological statement on man’s
beginnings or entertain thousands of
people and make even more money? He
does not seem to be completely certain.
THE USE OF a novel meant for
children as the basis of the film
discounts its seriousness, as does the
creation of a pseudo-primitive language
and look. On the other hand, the use of
garbled sounds should detract from the
popularity of the movie since Ameri¬
cans generally have trouble with films
appearing in foreign languages.
Of the finished product’s entertaining
appeal, one critic noted that "It
appears that instead of a film, Annaud
has created an endurance test to see
how long audiences will last without
leaving the theater or vomiting in the
aisles.”
Others reacted more favorably. A
German reviewer was amazed at the
quality of the film: “The Frenchman
was able to depict most of the scenes so
realistically,” he noted, “that it seemed
he had taken them from newsreels of
primitive times.”
“Best picture of the year” was the
verdict of the French Academy of the
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
while in the U.S., “Quest for Fire” won
a special award from the Academy of
Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
Films.

Rober Ebert and Gene Siskel, film
critics for the Chicago Sun-Times and
Chicago Tribune, will review current
films Wednesday, May 5, at 8 p.m. in
the Campus Center of Building K.
The program is sponsored by Student
Activities. Admission is $2.

Jazz groups perform
The CD Jazz Ensemble and Jazz
Combo will present their annual spring
concert at 8 p.m. Friday, April 30 in the
Performing Arts Center of Building
M.
The program will include big band
arrangements of Count Basie’s “Fly Me
to the Moon” and “All of Me,” which
features John Marconnet on piano, and
the sound of Les Brown and his band of
Renown in "A Sign of the Times.
“Greetings and Salutations,” a jazz/
rock arrangement of Thad Jones, will
feature drummer Aras Biskis.
Roger Lentz, tenor saxophonist, will
be the soloist in the Stan Kenton
treatment of “You Come to Me Out of
Nowhere.’’ Also included on the
program will be “Moanin',” “Love Me
or Leave Me” and “Big Mama Louise
Vocalist Cheryl Burns will be
featured with the Jazz Ensemble in I
Will Never Pass This Way Again” and
“Watch What Happens.” She will also
sing several numbers with the J&zzj
Combo.
The Jazz Combo will play
Saints Go Marching In,” "The Gool
and I,” “Take the ‘A’ Train,
“Watermelon
Man,”
“Elevatioi
(BeBop),” “East of the Sun,” a*
“Birdland.”

One-act plays
Two one-act plays will be presents
by the Performing Arts Departmen
Tuesday through Thursday, April
28 and 29 at 7:15 p.m. in the Build*!
M Studio Theater.

CONCORDIA COLLEGE
Transferring to a four-year college?
We offer 22 majors, including Computer Science, Business Management,
Music, Early Childhood. Elementary and Secondary Teacher Education
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Also Summer Classes

Call or write: (312) 771-8300, extension 240
CONCORDIA COLLEGE

7400 Augusta Street
River Forest, Illinois 60305

Siskel, Ebert coming

,_

“The Pragmatists” is a drama
Stanislaw Witkiewicz, directed ■
Christopher Able, Addison. Cast me
bers are John Cooper, Naperville; C
Neesley, Plainfield; Donald Cline,
Ellyn; Mimi Munch, Bensenvm
Richard Almassey, Villa Park;
Patti Maher and Lauren Kahn, bot
’Oakbrook. Janet Perry of Glen
is the assistant director.
.,
Jason Miller’s “It's a Sin
e
Lie” is directed by Elizabeth Vo ®
Western Springs, assisted by
^
Moll, Naperville. Cast members
Craig Gustafson, Glendale Heig
and Karin Lunde, Lisle.
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Children's Chorus here
New Philharmonic at CD
will be joined by the Glen
Ellyn Children’s Chorus in the
premiere performances of
“Triptych” by Alan Stout, on
Saturday, April 24 at 8 p.m.
and Sunday, April 25 at 3 p.m.
in the Performing Arts Center
of Building M.
“Triptych” is written for
four solo voices, children’s
chorus and orchestra. Guest
soloists are Doreen Rao,
soprano; Carol LaSage, mezzosoprano; Kurt R. Hansen,
tenor; and Bruce Cain, bari¬
tone.
Composer Alan Stout is a
member of the Northwestern
University music faculty and
is active in the Chicago area as
a scholar, pianist and conduct¬
or. His works have been
performed by the Chicago
Symphony, and by leading

EARNING CREDIT and learning while pro¬
ducing a "real” piece of work was accom¬
plished by Michelle A. Mathieu through the
CD graphic arts department during winter
quarter. Mathieu participated in an inde¬
pendent study option supervised by instructor

Don Wiedow, and singlehandedly produced
the Focus on Women Spring, 1982 brochure.
Composition was done on an AIM Comp/
Edit 5810 machine; she then pasted-up the
pages, made the plates, and printed the
brochure on an ATF Chief 24 Streamfed
Press in the Graphic Arts Department.

Howto
do well in
Economy Class
Simple. Fly Capitol Air’s Economy Class. Our
tares are the lowest of any scheduled airline so
you can use the money you save for lots of
other things. Like a Eurail pass if you fly us to
Brussels, Frankfurt or Zurich. More time in the
sun if you’re headed for Miami, San Juan or
Puerto Plata. Or for even more fun in New York,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago or Boston.
And, if you are flying to Europe this summer,
make your reservation and buy your ticket
now. With our guaranteed fare policy you are
protected against any fare increases from now
until departure.
So if you want to do well in Economy Class,
fly Capitol’s.
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
Capitol at 312-347-0230 in Chicago, 800-5725788 in Illinois or 800-621-5330 outside Illinois.

No one makes Economy Class
as economical as we do.

Great

Good

Fair

mmmtxmm
Jill St. John and Barbara Luna are
in the cast ot "The Concrete
Jungle/' a drama about women's
prisons.
Gene Wilder and Gilda Radner
will star in "Hanky Panky," a
comedy directed by Sidney
Poitier for Columbia Pictures.

soloists and ensembles around
the world.
The Glen Ellyn Children’s
Chorus performs regularly with
the Chicago Symphony Or¬
chestra, with other Chicago
area community orchestras
and at numerous national and
regional choral association
meetings.
The program also includes
the overture to “La Clemenza
di Scipione” by J. C. Bach,
and the Mendelssohn Sym¬
phony No. 3 (“Scotch”),
conducted by Harold Bauer,
music director of New Phil¬
harmonic. Doreen Rao, direct¬
or of the Children’s Chorus,
will share the conducting
responsibilities in perform¬
ances of the Domine Deus,
from Mass in G, by J. S.
Bach; and Schubert’s Psalm
23.

GLEN ELLYN CHILDREN’S Chorus will join with New Phil¬
harmonic at CD in premiere performances of "Triptych”
on Saturday, April 24 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, April 25 at
3 p.m. in Performing Arts Center of Building M.

MINI REVIEWS Si
Muscle man Arnold Schwar¬
zenegger will have the title role
in Universal Pictures' “Conan,
The Barbarian," a sword-andsorcery tale

"American Dreamer," a romantic
mystery novel that comes to life
for a New Jersey housewife, is
being developed for Twentieth
Century-Fox distribution.

Deborah Raffin will join Peter
Fonda in the cast of "Dance of
the Dwarfs," a film based on
Geoffrey Household's best¬
selling suspense and terror
novel.

Mel Brooks and Anne Bancroft
will co-star in a remake of 'To Be
Or Not To Be," the 1942 comedy
that starred Jack Benny and
Carole Lombard. The film will be
distributed by Twentieth Cen¬
tury-Fox.

Evilspeak
Poor Pvt. Coopersmith
(Clint Howard). Just
about everyone at the
swank military acad¬
emy he attends relentlessly picks
on him. So, with the aid of a
computer, the harassed cadet
calls upon the power of Satan
and murders his tormentors in a
horrible climactic bloodbath
The emphasis in this absurd and
grisly shocker is mainly on the
carnage. As for the acting,
direction and script, there's not
much to speak about. (R)
MICHAEL CAINE

Deathtrap
Clever plot twists,
plenty of smart dia¬
logue and
superb
acting overcome the
staginess in this stylish film
version of Ira Levin's Broadway
mystery play. Michael Caine is in
best form as a has-been play¬
wright with murder on his mind.
And there are exceptional
performances,
too,
from
Christopher Reeve and Dyan
Cannon. Direction and screen¬
play could have allowed for
more humor
But there are
enough surprises in this who'lldo-it to keep it at a buoyant level
of enjoyment. (PC)

PRESTON AND ANDREWS

Three Brothers
Writer
director
Francesco Rosi endows
this film with impres¬
sive feeling and a clear
sense of family ties in a troubled
world The story focuses on the
return to a peaceful farming
community by three sons upon
the death of their mother Many
of the poignant moods are
captured with expert use of
flashbacks and by the expressive
acting of Charles Vanel (more
than 85 years old) as the grieving
father. It's a film of extraordinary
beauty and dignity
Philippe
Noiret and Michele Placido also
star. In Italian. English titles.
(No rating)

Victor/Victoria
Blake Edward's spicy,
breezy farce stars Julie
Andrews as a downand-out singer in 1934
Paris who impersonates a man
impersonating a woman. That's
heady stuff For the once prim
Julie who is not that convincing
in the role yet entertains just the
same. There are fine perfor¬
mances, too, by Robert Preston
as a gay nightclub entertainer
and James Garner as an
American gangster. Lesley Ann
Warren steals a few scenes as
Garner's dumb blonde girl
friend. (PC)
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Chaps rebound

What a difference a day makes
_By DAVE CURTIS
What a difference a day makes. For
coach Steve Kranz and his CD baseball
team, nothing could be closer from the
truth.
Kranz and his troops were swept by
Harper by scores of 10-0 and 11-2 at
CD’s home field April 17. The first
game was a total humiliation, with CD
being no hit.
The opponent on the following day
was Kishwaukee College from DeKalb.
The Cougars proved to be exactly what
the Chaps needed to break out of a
slump which saw them scoring only 10
runs in seven games.
KISHWAUKEE WOULD HAVE
been better off had it stayed home. The
Cougars brought only nine players and
resembled a mediocre high school team,
dropping the double-header 15-3 and
20-8.

CD started slowly in the first game,
with Kishwaukee jumping out to a 3-1
lead in the second. Much of the damage
resulted from the wildness of CD
pitcher Brad Campbell, who walked
three.
Campbell settled down and CD’s
prospects began looking up in the

fourth.
With Kishwaukee runners on first and
third and two outs, CD centerfielder
Floyd Graf raced with his back to the
infield and made a sensational diving
catch to end the threat. In the bottom
of the inning, CD first baseman Brian
Vana cracked a three-run homer to
give DuPage a lead which it never
relinquished.
CAMPBELL HELD THE Cougars
scoreless the rest of the way as CD
pulled away with two runs in the fifth
and eight in the sixth. The game was
called following CD second baseman
Russ Krause’s three run homer. It gave
the Chaps a 12-run lead, causing the
“slaughter rule” to take effect.
Game two could be described as the
Jeff Speering show. The CD left fielder
blasted a three-run homer in the second
inning and cracked a grand slam in the
fouth to lead a 16-hit attack.
Kishwaukee took a 3-0 advantage in
the top of the first against CD hurler
John Nieman. However, CD responded
with six runs against Kishwaukee
pitcher Tim Mateira in the bottom of
the first.
The Cougars tied the contest in the
second, but the Chaps answered with

five runs in their half of the inning and
two in the third to clinch the game.
Seven more DuPage runs came across
in the fouth.
„
FOR THE GAME, Speering had
three hits, whUe shortstop Paul Gierez,
designated hitter Mark Hoidas, catcher

Randy Jackson and right fielder Rich
Graham aU added two hits. Graham’s
hit total included a solo homer in the
third inning.
CD wiU host conference foe Triton for
two games on Saturday, April 24
beginning at 1 p.m.

above■ BRAD CAMPBELL EXPERIENCED some wildness m early
noinq against Kishwaukee April 17, but settled down to record 15-3 win
over Cougars. LEFT: SHORTSTOP PAUL GIERSZ and second-sacker
Russ Krause played steady defensive ball against Kishwaukee and also
contributed heavily to offense, with Giersz banging out two hits and Krause
smashing three-run homer.

Netters' record spoiled
Two tough opponents ruined an outstanding week for CoUege of DuPage’s
netters, dropping them from the ranks of the unbeaten.
.
The Chaps defeated four of the six opponents they faced last week, starting
with a 6-3 pasting of Rock Valley Monday and a 5-4 victory over Umversity of
Illinois-Circle Campus on Tuesday.
,
The first defeat of the season for DuPage came Wednesday, April 14 at the
hands of Harper CoUege, 6-3. The Chaps foUowed that the next day with a 9-0
win over JoUet Junior CoUege, foUowed by an 8-1 loss to Bradley Umversity.
DuPage closed out its week with a 3-1 doubles-only win over BeUeviUe CoUege
irishman Dave Liplrin of Downers Grove was the first DuPage winner at
Harper defeating Mark Reed at No. 2 singles, 6-4 and 6-2. Freshman Jay
Broad bent of LaGrange defeated Mark Mayo at No. 5 singles, 7-5 and 6-2,. while
fophomores BiU Freeto of Hinsdale and Rich Briggs of West Chicago won a
tieht match at No. 3 doubles by identical 7-5 scores.
JoUrSised no problem for the Chaps, with Lipkin gettmg the most

SOPHOMORE RANDY SHUTE of Glen Ellyn stars at No 1 singles am
w/fb No 1 doubles team for Chaps, who dropped from ranks of un^ /k
after losses to Bradley and Harper. DuPage did, however, manage to w
away with victories against Belleville and Joliet, courier photo by Bnan o waho^

Sports calendar
counterparts to three sets before losing, 3-6, 6-2 and 3-6.
The Chaps wUl host the sectional competition on Sunday and Monday, Ap
25 and 26.

COLLEGE OF DuPAGE
??nd Street .md Lambert Road
jlen Ellyn. Illinois 60137
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April 23
April 24

April 25
April 25-26
April 26
April 27
April 28
April 29

Men’s Outdoor Track (A) North Central, 5:30 p.m.
Men’s Outdoor Track (A) Carthage Invitational, 10 a.m.
Men’s Baseball (H) Triton, 1 p.m.
Women’s Softball - Sectionals, TBA
Men’s Baseball (H) Truman, 1 p.m.
Men’s Tennis (H) Sectionals, 8 a.m.
Women’s Softball (H) Wheaton, 3.30 p.m.
Men’s Outdoor Track (A) U. of Wise. Invit., 2 p.m.
Men’s Baseball (A) Illinois Valley, 2 p.m.
Men’s Tennis (A) Illinois Valley, 3 p.m.
Women’s Outdoor Track (A) North Central, 5 p.m.
Men’s Baseball (A) Morton, 1:30 p.m.

